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Très jolie
Applique, free standing table
lamp and residential bollard

Très jolie is a complete range that includes a small
bollard a wall applique and as a free standing table
lamp, available in two different versions: 230V or free
standing battery charged.
With a balanced and elegant design, Très jolie has been
developed for the living quarters and residential outdoor
areas enhancing and blending into the surrounding
architecture and landscape.
Superior visual comfort has been obtained through its
simplistic forms: its specific tapered stem catches the
light, creating soft luminous nuances.
The free standing table version is a cordless solution
that responds to temporary lighting requirements
especially in those cases where there is a lack of direct
power supply. It also provides a tunable white solution
from 3000K to a warmer 2200K.

www.simes.it/tresjolie
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TRÈS JOLIE

Applique, free standing table lamp and residential bollard

Die-cast EN AB-47100 and extruded EN
AW-6060 (bollard) aluminium housing
with high corrosion resistance.
Micro etched prismatic glass diffuser.
Stainless steel screws.
Luminaire 230V versions supplied with
5m (4m Bollard) of cable.
Silicone gaskets.
Double powder paint.

Protection class
IP65
Isolation class
CLASS II
(230V)
CLASS III  (Stand alone)

q

Mechanical resistance
IK 06
Leds 3000K CRI90 versions are available
on request

For the latest technical information and
luminaire updates with LED technology
please refer to www.simes.it .
REGISTERED DESIGN
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With rechargeable battery
The luminaire head is easily removable
with a magnetic fastening to the stem for
the charging operation.
Luminaire operating on Lithium polymers
fed Battery via a micro USB plug with
a maximum power (battery version) of 8
hours to be used as a portable decorative
luminaire for the exterior.
Lighting and dimming (0%-100%) with the
simple touch of the upper part of the head.
Supplied with Micro USB cable and power
supply 230V.

230V versions
Luminaire hard wired with 4m single
neoprene cable.
With flange to be fixed in concrete with
stainless steel screws for fixing in the
ground (Tall bollard version).

TRÈS JOLIE

Wall mounted
230V
S.2500H
MID-POWER LED 2700K CRI90 1008lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 379lm
Rated input power 8,5W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC
Not Dimmable
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Colour:
White		

(code .01)

Burnished bronze (code .20)
Anthracite grey

(code .24)

Tall bollard with flange
230V
S.2506H
MID-POWER LED 2700K CRI90 1008lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 379lm
Rated input power 8,5W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC
Not Dimmable

Colour:
White		

110

With flange to be fixed in concrete with stainless
steel screws for fixing in the ground.
(code .01)

30

Burnished bronze (code .20)
(code .24)

630

Anthracite grey
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TRÈS JOLIE
Short bollard
with ground stake

230V
S.2510H
MID-POWER LED 2700K CRI90 1008lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 379lm
Rated input power 8,5W
220V-240V AC 50/60Hz / DC
Not Dimmable
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370

Colour:
White		

(code .01)

Burnished bronze (code .20)
(code .24)

190

Anthracite grey

Table mounted battery charged
with magnetic base
STAND ALONE
S.2515W
DIM TO WARM LED 3000K-2200K CRI90 330-272lm
Rated luminaire luminous flux 124-103lm
Rated input power 2,5W
Dimming light (0%-100%)
Luminaire operating on rechargeable lithium polymers fed battery.
Independent charge approx. 8 hours
110
30

Supplied with Micro USB cable and
power supply 230V.

320

Colour:
White		

(code .01)

195

150
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S.2519
STAKE for Table mounted battery
charged with magnetic base
in polypropylene for temporary
applications.
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